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all of the sounds in orion were created using a combination of sample and live recording. the orchestra section was recorded at the prestigious symphony orchestra of china's musical instrument museum. the brass section was recorded at the amazing orpheum theatre in san francisco. the drum section was recorded at the
beautiful soho in new york city. the piano section was recorded by me at my home, and at an older recording studio on the street where my home is. i pulled the sounds from the different locations and combined them to create a massive collection of kontakt instrument plugins, inspiring me to create a ton of sounds. i hope

you enjoy the sounds as much as i do. i spent a lot of time crafting these sounds and i hope you enjoy them. i think these kits are the best of any other drum kits in kontakt. it might be because i really love the sound of the classics and i really love that style of drumming. i would recommend the kits to every producer out
there. all the kits are 100% editable. i did not change any of the sounds and i am not in any way connected to zero-g. there are no hidden samples in the libraries. the only sample in the kits are the 100% kontakt samples. the orion kontakt instrument plugins contain drum kits, pads, orchestral, brass, piano, synth, and string

sections, all completely editable, using the same tools and techniques as the dark skies instruments. it is 100% possible to change the sounds, edit the sounds, and even completely rebuild the kits. the kontakt instrument plugins are completely editable using the same tools as the dark skies instrument plugins. this makes the
plugin collection even more versatile and powerful.
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one of my favorite tools for turning kontakts sample templates into synth tracks was the key mapping feature of kontakt. add kontakts shape parameter to any control surface to instantly create a new shape mapped to the knobs
and faders on a control surface. shape parameters can be played over instruments to create new, distinctive patterns. i like the fact that with kontakt you can literally make tracks in 10 seconds. thats just seconds where i would

normally be sitting here saying i need more time. the feel of it the fact that you can just make it in one go is incredible. i used to have to have like 20 minutes before i got to the point where im like, im gonna make a beat, i used to
have to write these elaborate melodies. for this one i literally made it in one go. it was probably one of the fastest ive ever done because normally i have this slow, laborious thing of just sitting and thinking for a long time and then
writing it down for like 20 minutes before i can start playing. with kontakt i just did it in a second. impresses on this first track i used a lot of sounds from the behringer xeno 16 16 channel format. the only one i didnt use was the
forte piano, for some reason i used the rhodes for some reason. on the second track i used the trumpet from the kontakt factory library and im using the trumpet in the komplete kontrol s-series synthesizer. i like the sound of the
komplete kontrol s-series for the fact that it was small, flexible, and has a bunch of different sound options. i used to have a huge komplete kontrol s-series keyboard at one point, and it was such a heavy keyboard and i hated it.
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